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Abstract

We investigate the performance of non-expert judges in
using leading computational poetry evaluation metrics
to evaluate poetry written by humans. We find that re-
gardless of the model used, non-expert judges are very
poor at using metrics to evaluate creativity, even dis-
playing the reverse of the desired rating pattern, prefer-
ring novice poetry to professional poetry. We discuss
likely reasons for this finding and the implications for
the evaluation of computational creativity. Researchers
using human judges should be aware that using a met-
ric or structured evaluation does not negate the need for
judge expertise.

Introduction
An increasingly important debate in Computational Creativ-
ity is the development of standardised evaluation methods.
There are many reasons why it is desirable for computers to
recognize and evaluate creativity, including the assistance of
humans in creative acts, understanding of the creative human
mind, and the AI application of teaching computers to be-
have creatively themselves. However, it is not clear how ex-
actly one would go about distinguishing more creative from
less creative output. Two important camps in this debate are
those who use a metric with specific criteria (e.g. (Pease,
Winterstein, and Colton 2001; Ritchie 2007; Colton 2008a;
Colton, Pease, and Charnley 2011) and those who prefer
a consensual assessment based on the agreement of expert
judges, without specific criteria (Amabile 1983).

While the Consensual Assessment Technique has been
rigorously tested (see e.g. (Kaufman, Baer, and Cole 2009)),
specific metrics used in the field of Computational Creativ-
ity have not. We therefore undertook an empirical test of
four such metrics from the existing literature. These met-
rics evaluate a product’s creativity based on (for example)
its novelty, value, skill and other qualities, or on some cal-
culation involving these qualities.

We collected poems generated by humans at various lev-
els of skill. We then recruited a large number of humans
to evaluate the poems on the criteria used in our selected
metrics. Our results were very counter-intuitive. On nearly
every criterion, our judges significantly preferred amateur,
unskilled poems to the work of professional poets—the re-
verse of what one would expect.

Poetry is a rarefied field, and we suspected that the re-
versed results were caused by untrained raters having dif-
ficulty understanding the professional poems. Such poetry
might not be accessible to an untrained reader. We ran the
experiment again with poems written for children. This sec-
ond experiment did not produce reversed results, but any
power of the criteria to differentiate between good and bad
poetry was reduced to noise.

Our experiments show that non-expert judges do not ap-
ply creativity metrics appropriately to poetry. Of course, the
Consensual Assessment Technique already mandates the use
of expert judges for this reason. Non-experts in a consensual
assessment have poor inter-rater reliability and poor agree-
ment with the judgments of experts (Kaufman, Baer, and
Cole 2009). However, our research shows that this problem
also applies to judgments made with specific criteria. Using
such criteria is not an escape from the issue of judge selec-
tion. Moreover, beyond simply losing reliability, the use of
non-expert judges can produce the exact opposite of the in-
tended result.

Many evaluations in computational creativity today are
still done by the researchers themselves (Colton, Good-
win, and Veale 2012; Norton, Heath, and Ventura 2010;
Riedl and Young 2006; Smith, Hintze, and Ventura 2014) or
by a group of human volunteers whose expertise in creativity
is not discussed (Burns 2015; Gervás 2002; Karampiperis,
Koukourikos, and Koliopoulou 2014; Llano et al. 2014;
Monteith, Martinez, and Ventura 2010; Norton, Heath, and
Ventura 2013; Román and y Pérez 2014). For robust eval-
uation, it may turn out that neither of these approaches is
sufficient.

Background and Related Work
The past 25 years of computational creativity research owe
much to Boden’s (Boden 1990) work on the meaning of cre-
ativity. Boden focuses on creativity as the exploration and
transformation of conceptual space. While Boden’s book
does not give a definition which can be broken down into
formulaic parts, she does repeatedly mention the need for
creative systems to produce works which are both novel and
valuable. Subsequent researchers have built on her work to
propose numerical metrics.

Ritchie, the first such researcher, proposes that human
creativity is evaluated according to the criteria of Novelty
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(“To what extent is the produced item dissimilar to existing
examples of that genre?”) and Quality (“To what extent is
the produced item a high-quality example of that genre?”)
(Ritchie 2001). For computational creativity, he proposes
replacing Novelty with Typicality—as a computer program
must first be able to generate plausible examples of a type
of creative product before attempting to make ones dissimi-
lar from what has gone before. Ritchie then suggests various
tentative criteria, such as “high quality items should make up
a significant proportion of the results”, for evaluating a sys-
tem based on its Typicality and Quality over several runs.
The presence of these composite criteria implies that using
Typicality and Quality measurements directly for creativity
evaluation, without further analysis, may be overly simplis-
tic. Nevertheless, one can easily imagine common-sense
constraints on the base measurements. For example, while
the Quality measurement could be used in various ways, one
would certainly not expect creative poems to have a lower
average Quality than uncreative ones.

Ritchie’s model has been used to evaluate creative sys-
tems in practice (e.g. (Gervás 2002; Tearse, Mawhorter, and
Wardrip-Fruin 2011)). Other researchers performing simi-
lar work focus on Novelty rather than Typicality, a choice
more in line with Boden’s work. For example, Pease et al.

(Pease, Winterstein, and Colton 2001) suggest a variety of
ways to formally measure both Novelty and Value (a syn-
onym of Quality).

Some difficulties in the Boden-based models, particu-
larly Ritchie’s, have been illuminated through experience.
Many of Ritchie’s composite criteria are based on compar-
isons with an inspiring set of existing work. In the ab-
sence of a quantitative measure for similarity between cre-
ative products, such criteria are difficult to evaluate (Gervás
2002). Ventura’s RASTER thought experiment (Ventura
2008) also claims to illustrate flaws in Ritchie’s model: a
highly uncreative system, generating works completely at
random, can technically be said to meet the criteria. How-
ever, the RASTER thought experiment uses images from a
Web search to guide output, without considering those im-
ages an inspiring set. It also fails to consider typicality and
quality independently, which renders many criteria inappli-
cable. Ventura suggests that the inapplicability of these cri-
teria, in and of itself, is a reason to treat a system with sus-
picion.

Another metric, Colton’s Creative Tripod (Colton 2008a),
judges creative work by whether it appears to be skillful, ap-
preciative, and imaginative. Colton’s tripod has frequently
been used to evaluate creative systems (Smith, Hintze, and
Ventura 2014; Chan and Ventura 2008; Monteith, Martinez,
and Ventura 2010; Young, Bown, and others 2010) or to
guide their development (Norton, Heath, and Ventura 2010;
Colton 2008b). A weakness of the tripod is that specific def-
initions for the three criteria are not provided. It has been
pointed out (Bown 2014) that this provides too much oppor-
tunity for authors to make impressionistic statements about
why their system meets the criteria, without rigorous, falsi-
fiable inquiry into whether its performance in these areas is
sufficient. Even the intentionally uncreative RASTER (Ven-
tura 2008) is argued to meet Colton’s criteria in this manner.

Colton et al. have added many words to the tripod since its
construction, including Learning, Intentionality, Account-
ability, Innovation, Subjectivity, and Reflection (Colton et
al. 2014). However, since the majority of recent work im-
plementing the tripod uses only the original three words, we
focus our research on these original three.

Another proposal by Colton et al. is the IDEA model
(Colton, Pease, and Charnley 2011), in which an ideal au-
dience rates a creative product according to Wellbeing (how
much they likes the product) and Cognitive Effort (how pre-
pared they are to spend effort thinking about and interpret-
ing it). Like the criteria of Ritchie’s model, Wellbeing and
Cognitive Effort can be combined to measure different as-
pects of a product’s reception. For example, if the variance
in Wellbeing is high, a product would get a high score on
“Divisiveness”.

Many other standardized metrics for evaluating a creative
system have been proposed. Jordanous’s SPECS model (Jor-
danous 2012) incorporates many criteria based on cultural
beliefs about the meaning of creativity, including criteria
similar to Novelty and Value. Burns’s EVE’ model defines
creativity as a combination of Surprise and Meaning, and
has been applied to humorous poetic advertisements (Burns
2015), humorous haiku (Burns 2012) and, in thought exper-
iment form, to line drawings (Burns 2006). Other new met-
rics either proposed or used ad hoc in the past ten years come
from varied sources including Piaget’s theories of cogni-
tive development (Aguilar and Pérez y Pérez 2014), theories
about quality in a specific art form (Das and Gambäck 2014;
Rashel and Manurung 2014; Pearce and Wiggins 2007),
interestingness (Román and y Pérez 2014; Gervás 2007),
and many others (Brown 2009; Lehman and Stanley 2012;
Llano et al. 2014; Monteith et al. 2013; Norton, Heath, and
Ventura 2013).

Very rarely have any such metrics been validated through
direct use on human-generated products. A few researchers
have used the metrics to compare computational products to
human-generated products. Monteith et al. compare human-
composed to computer-composed music using an opera-
tionalization of Colton’s tripod (Monteith, Martinez, and
Ventura 2010). The computer music did better at expressing
specific emotions (Skill) but the human music sounded more
like “real music” (Appreciation). Burns tested his EVE’
model on human products (Burns 2015) and found good cor-
respondence between his model and human ratings; Surprise
multiplied with Meaning accounted for 70% of the variabil-
ity in ratings of Creativity.

Binsted et al. built a system, JAPE, to generate riddles
(Binsted, Pain, and Ritchie 1997), and evaluated it using
children’s responses to criteria similar to those which would
later form Ritchie’s model: “Was that a joke?” (Typical-
ity) and “How funny was it?” (Quality). JAPE’s jokes were
compared to human jokes and to two categories of human-
generated non-jokes. Binsted et al. found that children rate
human-generated jokes as more typical and of higher quality
than non-jokes. JAPE’s jokes were somewhere in between.
Ritchie et al. performed further tests on this data and re-
peated the study with college students (Ritchie et al. 2008).
Thir results were broadly the same, but there was low inter-
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rater reliability, especially on Quality.
While we focus on four specific metrics in our work, we

do not mean to imply that these metrics represent four com-
pletely separate schools of thought. Instead, all four are in-
fluenced by each other and by prior work such as Boden’s.
What they all have in common is the idea of decomposing
creativity into sub-concepts, then measuring creativity by
somehow measuring and combining other criteria. For ex-
ample, under Ritchie’s model, if one can calculate the Typi-
cality and Quality of a creative work, one can then (by some
means, perhaps a complex one) calculate the work’s level
of creativity. This contrasts to the Consensual Assessment
Technique, in which judges rate creativity however they see
fit. The advantage of a metrical perspective is that it invites
standardized quantitative calculation and avoids circularity.
We use four metrics from the literature to represent a range
of influential perspectives within the paradigm of metrical
assessment. Our aim is to add to our understanding of met-
rical assessment of creativity as a whole.

Experiment I
Method
We tested 4 common metrics for creativity evaluation:
Ritchie’s model, Pease et al.’s novelty and value criteria,
Colton’s creative tripod, and the IDEA model. These met-
rics are easy to test on human poetry since they focus on
the creative product and not on the process. Since none of
these metrics have been put into a standardized question-
naire form, we constructed our own five-point Likert scale-
based rating system for each. Each participant was only
shown the questions for one of the four metrics, not all four.
The questions we used are as follows:

Ritchie’s model
• This resembles other poems I have read. (Typicality)

• This is a high quality poem. (Quality)

• I don’t think this is a very good poem. (Quality, reverse

coded)

• This is not a poem. (Typicality, reverse coded)

Pease’s criteria
• This is a high quality poem. (Value)

• This poem is not like other poems I have seen before.
(Novelty)

• I don’t think this is a very good poem. (Value, reverse

coded)

• This poem is clichéd. (Novelty, reverse coded)

Colton’s Creative Tripod
• The author of this poem seems to have no trouble writing

poetry. (Skill)

• The author of this poem is imaginative. (Imagination)

• The author of this poem understands how poetry works.
(Appreciation)

• The author of this poem isn’t very good at writing poetry.
(Skill, reverse coded)

• The author of this poem isn’t bringing anything new or
different into the poem. (Imagination, reverse coded)

• The author of this poem doesn’t really know anything
about poetry. (Appreciation, reverse coded)

IDEA model
• I like this poem. (Wellbeing)

• I am willing to spend time trying to understand this poem.
(Cognitive Effort)

• This poem makes me unhappy. (Wellbeing, reverse

coded)

• This poem is not worth bothering with. (Cognitive Effort,

reverse coded)

It should be noted that the construction of questions to
represent abstract concepts from existing models is a poten-
tial source of error. For example, the IDEA model’s Wellbe-
ing criterion is based on like or dislike of a poem; it is not
clear how an ideal reader would respond if they appreciated
a poem but found it very sad. Appreciation in Colton’s tri-
pod, despite the lack of strict definitions of Colton’s terms,
also arguably refers to a creator’s ability to evaluate its own
work, rther than its ability to understand its field in general.
However, researchers such as Norton et al (Norton, Heath,
and Ventura 2010) refer to the Appreciation part of the tri-
pod when training computers to apply labels to pre-existing
images, implicitly lending support for the latter interpreta-
tion. After all, to evaluate one’s own art one needs to be able
to understand and evaluate art in general. A fully robust set
of questions for a standardized questionnaire would require
repeated testing and refinement in a variety of contexts; we
have not yet reached the point of performing such tests.

Data
For this experiment we used three hand-collected data sets
of contemporary poetry written by humans. Each set con-
tained 30 short poems in English of between 5 and 20 lines;
we stuck to contemporary poetry so as to avoid different eras
of poetry becoming a confounding factor, and so as to min-
imize the probability that a study participant had read the
poems before. In no case did more than one poem by a sin-
gle author appear across data sets.

For our purposes, we assumed that poems published in
professional venues are more creative than poems written
by novices. That is, we assumed that the editors of poetry
magazines are experts and that their opinion strongly corre-
lates with the actual creativity of the poetry published. This
is, of course, debatable. Editors are sure to have specific
cultural tastes and biases, but since all human judgments of
creativity are culturally situated we find it an acceptable sim-
plifying assumption.

The Good data set was composed of poems from Poetry
Magazine between November 2013 and April 2014. Po-
etry Magazine is a very long-established, professional mag-
azine which can reasonably be considered to contain the
work of the most critically acclaimed mainstream literary
poets working today. All poems meeting the length and non-
duplication requirements and appearing in the magazine dur-
ing this time window were selected, with the exception of a
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Metric Criterion Good Medium Bad F

Ritchie Typicality 0.20 0.41 1.23 10.6**
Quality 0.23 0.67 1.40 10.2**

IDEA Wellbeing 0.78 1.14 1.54 13.9**
Cognitive Effort 0.60 0.94 1.46 14.9**

Colton
Imagination 0.75 1.16 1.07 2.3
Appreciation 0.67 1.11 1.68 8.3**
Skill 0.44 0.84 1.40 7.4*

Pease Novelty 0.96 0.80 0.49 9.8**
Value 0.17 0.44 0.72 3.6

Table 1: Average ratings and F scores for poem categories according to each metric. Each component is scored between -4 and
+4. Significant results (p < 0.05) following Bonferroni correction are marked with a *, or ** if highly significant (p < 0.01).

few which were discarded due to complex visual formatting
and two which were discarded due to experimenter discom-
fort. The remaining 30 poems comprised the Good data set.

The Medium data set was composed of 2 poems each
from 15 lesser-known online magazines. Some of these were
magazines devoted exclusively to poetry while others were a
combination of poetry and prose. Each magazine pays a to-
ken amount (between US $5 and $10) per a poem. For each
magazine, the most recent 2 poems meeting length and non-
duplication requirements were chosen for the data set, with
a single exception in which one poem was discarded and
the third-most-recent poem chosen as a replacement. This
added up to a Medium data set of 30 poems.

The Bad data set was composed of poems by unskilled
amateur poets. We chose these poems by going to the New-
bie Stretching Room at the Poetry Free-For-All, an online
poetry critique forum. This section is for newcomers who
have not posted poetry on the forum before; both experi-
enced moderators and other newcomers can comment on
the poems. We chose poems meeting the length and non-
duplication requirements from this section, and discarded
any which had received positive feedback from a moderator.
Most of the chosen poems received comments from mod-
erators instructing the author to read introductory articles on
how to improve; a few had more specific, pointed comments.
(Example: “This is dreadfully bad beginner’s doggerel that
fails for many, many, many reasons.”) Selecting the most
recently posted poems which fit these requirements resulted
in a Bad data set of 30 poems.

Finally, we collected a Test data set containing 6 texts
which were the same length as the chosen poems, but were
obviously not poems. 3 of these were snippets from business
news, and 3 from sports news.

These data sets are all available upon request.

Collection
We recruited study participants on Crowdflower, a crowd-
sourced microtasking website. In order to minimize cultural
and linguistic difference as a confounding factor, partici-
pants were limited to those living in the United States.

Each participant was given six poems at a time, selected
from any or all of the data sets, and shown the questions
for only one of the four metrics. The participant was then
asked to rate each poem based on that metric. Participants

could rate poems repeatedly up to a maximum of 36 poems
per participant per metric. We collected enough responses
to amass 20 responses on each metric for each poem.

Participants were not shown the headings or names for
the metric they were given, nor the names of the criteria
on which the questionnaire items were based. Our justifi-
cation for separating the metrics in this manner, and for cod-
ing Quality and Value separately even though the questions
are identical, is that we were interested in taking each met-
rical approach as a whole, rather than mixing and matching
criteria from all the metrics.

For each criterion, we ran a single-factor ANOVA com-
paring the Good, Medium, and Bad poems’ scores on that
criterion. Since there were three two-criterion metrics and
one three-criterion metric, we ran nine ANOVAs and then
applied a Bonferroni correction for nine hypotheses. The
null hypothesis was that, for all metrics, participants’ re-
sponses to Good, Bad, and Medium poems would be drawn
from an identical distribution. The alternative hypothesis
was that the distributions would not be identical: that is, that
on some criteria, poems from one or more categories would
be rated differently than others.

Results
Results were the opposite of what we expected. For most cri-
teria, participants rated Bad poems significantly (at p = 0.05
or better, following Bonferroni correction) more highly than
Good ones. The exception was Novelty, in which Good po-
ems were rated more highly than Bad. For Imagination and
Value, the differences between categories were not signif-
icant. Exact F and p-values for each of these criteria are
shown in Table 1.

This was a highly surprising result since it is not at-
tributable to rater incompetence or failure to pay atten-
tion. Incompetent crowd workers who failed to pay atten-
tion might give the same score to all poems, or give ran-
dom scores. Our raters, however, had significantly differ-
ent reactions to the different groups. Adding test questions
and bonuses to incite workers to pay more attention did
not change the overall response pattern. This indicates that
crowd workers can differentiate between these groups—but
their preferences are different from what we had imagined.

The results for Medium poems were more ambiguous. We
ran a Fisher’s Least-Significant Difference Test to under-
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Metric Criterion C-Bad C-Good t

Ritchie Typicality 1.25 1.46 0.48
Quality 0.08 0.77 0.13

IDEA Wellbeing 1.30 1.61 0.35
Cognitive Effort 0.11 0.63 0.23

Colton
Imagination 0.65 0.80 0.74
Appreciation 1.12 1.50 0.42
Skill 0.84 1.20 0.40

Pease Novelty 0.32 0.24 0.74
Value 0.11 0.34 0.62

Table 2: Average ratings and t scores for children’s poem categories according to each metric. At p < 0.05, there were no
significant differences found after Bonferroni correction

Figure 1: Sample scatterplots showing relationships between Novelty, Typicality, and Quality for poems in all of the data sets
from both experiments.

stand the pairwise relationships between the three groups,
again applying Bonferroni correction. Although Medium
poems generally rated more highly than Good poems, in
no case was this statistically significant. The difference be-
tween Medium and Bad poems, meanwhile, depends on the
criterion. For Typicality, Novelty, and Effort, Medium po-
ems were significantly different from Bad ones. For the
other criteria, there was no significant difference between
Medium poems and either other group.

Experiment II
One potential explanation for why participants preferred
Bad poems is that the Bad poems were more accessible. Po-
ems from a prestigious literary journal may be difficult to
understand due to heavy allusiveness and other poetic con-
ventions. To test the inaccessibility hypothesis, we ran a
second experiment focusing on poems written with children
as the indended audience.

The C-Good data set was composed of children’s poems
found in the Children’s Poetry section of the Poetry Foun-
dation website in November 2014. The same selection con-
straints were used as with the first data set: poems were be-
tween 5 and 20 lines in length and no poet’s work was used
more than once. We also excluded poems by poets born prior
to the 20th century. We collected a total of 10 C-Good po-
ems, by authors such as Kenn Nesbitt and Shel Silverstein.

The C-Bad data set was composed of poems posted on
the Family Friend Poems forum by amateur poets between
September and November 2014, meeting the length and au-
thor uniqueness criteria. 10 such poems were selected. As
there is no expectation of detailed critique at Family Friend
Poems, we did not filter poems by critiques given as we did
with the Bad adult poems. In fact, most responses to these
poems were brief and complimentary (e.g. “Brilliant. Loved
it 10”), even when the poems made large mistakes with me-
ter and rhyme.

These poems were randomized and evaluated in the same
way as the poems from Experiment I, on the criteria from
the same four metrics. Since there are only two data sets in
Experiment II, a t-test was performed on every criterion to
detect differences in how the children’s poems were rated.

Results
The children’s poem results lacked the effect seen in the
adult poems. Participants rated C-Good poems more highly
than C-Bad poems on most criteria, but these results were
not statistically significant. A power analysis determined
that this was not solely a result of the smaller size of the sec-
ond study; hundreds of poems would have been needed for
significance. Using children’s poems removed raters’ pref-
erence for bad poems, but did not introduce a preference for
good poems above the level of noise.
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Correlations within and between metrics
It is not empirically clear if the different criteria from the
different metrics actually elucidate different components of
creativity. We investigated this by combining the data from
Experiments 1 and 2, then generating scatterplots and cor-
relation coefficients to examine the relationships between
different criteria. With the exception of Novelty, all cri-
teria were fairly well-correlated with each other (0.65 <
r < 0.99), and scatterplots showed approximately linear re-
lationships. Novelty had no significant positive, negative,
or non-linear relationship with any other criterion. Example
scatterplots are given in Figure 1

The high correlations between different criteria may in-
dicate that these criteria—especially those with extremely
high correlations, such as Skill and Appreciation at r =
0.99—are not actually separate concepts, or at least, are not
adequately separated in the minds of raters when phrased as
our questionnaire phrases them. An alternative interpreta-
tion, suggested by a reviewer to this paper, is that the high
correlation is a good thing: if all criteria measure some as-
pect of creativity, then one would expect them all to change
in similar ways along with an underlying change in creativ-
ity.

Discussion
Our goal was to illustrate differences in effectiveness be-
tween different metrics, but we ended up finding something
different. When using metrics, rather than simply asking
judges how creative something is, the purpose is to be more
objective and ensure that the appropriate factors are consid-
ered. However, the criteria we tested were not objective
enough to produce trustworthy judgments from non-expert
raters. Regardless of the criteria, non-expert raters showed
a strong bias against Good poems due to these poems’ in-
accessibility. Even when more accessible poems were used,
non-expert raters were unable to clearly distinguish between
skillful and unskillful human poems.

On Novelty, Typicality, Quality and Value
A major difference between Ritchie’s (Ritchie 2001) and
Pease et al.’s (Pease, Winterstein, and Colton 2001) work
is the concept of Novelty. While Pease et al. define Nov-
elty as a necessary component of creativity, Ritchie prefers
to measure its opposite, Typicality. The claim is that, first, a
creative computational system must learn to produce accept-
able examples of the target output class. For example, a po-
etry program should not simply produce random words, but
should produce something recognizeable as a poem. Only
when this hurdle has been crossed can we begin to work to-
wards novel forms of poem.

It is commonly claimed that the novelty and quality of
creative works should form a Wundt curve. A completely
non-novel work is not interesting. As works begin to di-
verge meaningfully from other works in their target class,
they become more interesting. However, works which are
too novel can be off-putting or difficult to accept. At the
extreme, a completely novel and chaotic work is indistin-
guishable from meaningless noise, and is uninteresting for

that reason. Therefore, an optimal creative work should in-
volve a moderate amount of novelty. The empirical evidence
for such a Wundt curve is not strong (see (Galanter 2012))
but when Ritchie and others treat typicality as a prerequisite
to novelty, they implicitly argue for such a curve.

Our research fails to show a Wundt curve or similar re-
lationship between novelty, typicality, and value. Indeed,
our research suggests that typicality and novelty are not op-
posites: the correlation between them is nearly zero (R =
�0.05). Poems with high Typicality may have high or low
Novelty, and vice versa. Typicality is strongly correlated
with most of the other criteria tested, with our non-expert
raters seeing poems as more valuable, skillful, etc the more
typical they are. Even though our data set included very
atypical works (non-poems), there did not appear to be a
threshold at which poems became “typical enough” for nov-
elty to become relevant.

Meanwhile, Good poems are rated as more novel than
Bad. Taken at face value, this would suggest that Novelty
might be a better metric than others for measuring creativ-
ity. However, the effect for novelty disappears when applied
to children’s poems. Rather than measuring the creativity of
a poem, it is more likely that Novelty for non-expert raters
measures inaccessibility: Good poems are rated as more
novel than others because they are more difficult to under-
stand. This implies that a participant’s rating of a poem as
novel may signify discomfort. Without enough domain ex-
pertise to see the meaning underlying novelty, non-expert
judges prefer poems without it.

On accessibility and the target audience
If non-expert judges prefer a minimum of novelty, one
would expect to see a very different pattern of response from
experts. If a poem can be too novel, then this raises the ques-
tion: too novel to whom? Clearly, to the editors of Poetry
Magazine, each poem in their magazine made sense and was
of high quality. Yet Crowdflower users—presumably ordi-
nary people with little formal education in poetry—saw less
quality and sense in these poems than in the work of novice
poets.

The poems in Poetry Magazine are so complex that the
magazine comes with an explanatory Discussion Guide. Po-
ems allude heavily to other works and imply or illustrate
things instead of stating them outright; some raise difficult
questions such as “who is creating what, as well as who is in-
side the work and who is outside” (Poetry Foundation 2014).
Without education in poetry, it is no wonder that an ordinary
person finds such complexity offputting. Our results suggest
that this offputting effect may be so strong that it drowns out
any other differences between skilled and unskilled human
poetry. To non-expert judges, the confusing complexity of
professional poems is worse than any of the clumsiness of
an amateur. Yet to an expert in poetry, it would be absurd to
say that the amateur poems are therefore of higher quality.

The strength of the effect here—not just negating but re-
versing expected trends—is surprising. It suggests that there
is a great danger in ignoring the question of rater expertise.
The use of specific criteria such as Novelty, Value, Skill, Ap-
preciation, or Imagination does not remove the need for this
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question. When poems are judged for their quality, who per-
forms that judgment? The researcher? An ordinary reader?
An expert? If so, what kind of expert? Future computational
creativity studies need to make their answers to these ques-
tions explicit, even if they are not already using techniques
which demand the use of experts.

In the meantime, without an identifiable target audience, it
may be very dangerous to talk about quality, value, or skill in
computational creativity as though it is only one thing. The
quality of popular appeal and the quality of appeal to ex-
perts may be diametrically opposed, and there may be other
audiences with still other views of quality. Until such an
audience is chosen and the choice justified, the notion of
creativity, without the notion of creativity to whom, is oper-
ationally meaningless.

Conclusions
Using the conceptual criteria from four popular computa-
tional creativity evaluation metrics, we have shown that non-
expert humans using these metrics can produce the oppo-
site result from what is intended. Non-expert humans pre-
fer more accessible poetry, even if that poetry is much less
skilled according to experts. These results strongly suggest
that even when structured metrics are being used, non-expert
judges cannot approprately evaluate the creativity of a hu-
man or computer system. Regardless of the metric used,
care must be taken in selecting and assessing an appropriate
group of judges.
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